Introduction

64
High throughput sequencing technologies, such as RNA-sequencing methods, have 65 revolutionized the quantification of genome-wide expression patterns across a broad 66 range of fields in biological sciences (López-Maury et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009 ). 67
However, storage and RNA extraction methods prior to RNA-seq library preparation 68 exert substantial impacts on biological studies, and often account for the majority of 69 variation in a dataset if conditions and protocols are not identical across all samples 70 (Todd et al. 2016) . With the rise of RNAlater (Ambion, Invitrogen) as a popular storage 71 method in field-based studies (De Smet et al. 2017; Wille et al. 2018) , it is important to 72 quantify if there are systematic biases in gene expression when samples are preserved 73
in RNAlater versus flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. In our literature review, however, we 74 could find few direct comparisons of RNAseq data obtained from the most common 75 field-preservation method RNAlater and the "gold standard" of flash freezing samples in 76 liquid nitrogen (Alvarez et al. 2015; Wolf 2013 ) (but see (Cheviron et al. 2011; Choi et al. 77 2016) ). Further, no studies examined whether a systematic bias due to gene 78 characteristics exists for samples preserved in RNAlater. 79 80
Currently, two of the most common methods for RNA preservation and storage are flash 81 freezing in liquid nitrogen and preservation in aqueous sulfate salt solutions, such as 82 commercially available RNAlater. Flash freezing, usually through the use of immersing 83 the sample in dry ice or liquid nitrogen, is the most preferred means of stabilizing tissue 84 samples for downstream analysis (Wolf 2013) . While preferred, it can often be difficult to 85 access and transport dry ice or liquid nitrogen, particularly in field conditions (Mutter et 86 al. 2004) . Hence, in the past decade, it has become common practice, especially in 87 field environments, to store RNAseq-destined samples in RNAlater, a stabilizing 88 solution that minimizes the need to readily process samples or chill the tissue. RNAlater 89 can rapidly permeate tissue to stabilize and protect RNA (Chowdary et al. 2006; Florell 90 et al. 2001) . Likewise, RNAlater-immersed samples can be stored safely at room 91 temperature for a week, and longer when stored at colder temperatures. Though, 92 common practice is to store samples in RNAlater in field conditions for much longer 93 than a week. While the exact ingredients of commercial RNAlater are unknown, the 94 Material Safety Data Sheet lists inorganic salt as the major component and the 95 homemade versions contain ammonium sulfate, sodium citrate, 96 ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and adjustment of pH using sulfuric acid. 97 98
In this study, we quantified the effects of storage condition on gene expression and 99 examined differentially expressed genes for specific characteristics to assay for 100 systematic bias. Individual, Mexican tetra fry (Astyanax mexicanus), were collected from 101 the same brood and stored immediately in liquid nitrogen (N = 6) or RNAlater (N = 5). 102
We specifically asked (1) Does storage condition affect patterns of differential gene 103 expression and if so, (2) Are these effects on gene expression non-random, such that 104 genes with certain features are differentially affected by storage condition? We found 105 that a majority of the variation in gene expression was explained by storage condition. the same storage condition were treated as replicates, (i.e., the variation due to storage 175 was assumed to be greater than variation among biological samples). This was 176 confirmed in the PCA plot (Figure 1 ), where PC1 linearly separated samples based on 177 their treatments. P-values for differential expression were adjusted based on the 178
Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm, using a default false discovery rate of at most 0.1 (Love 179 et al. 2014) . Genes were labeled as differentially expressed if the Benjamini-Hochberg 180 adjusted P-value was less than 0. We performed model selection on a series of linear models using likelihood ratio tests of 206 nested models. The "full model" was as follows: Figure S1 . 261
PCA and Differentially Expressed Genes 262
Principal components analysis showed that the major axis of differentiation among the 263 samples was treatment (Figure 1 ). This corresponds to the first principal component, 264 and explains 27.2% of the variation. Beyond the first principal component, the samples 265 do not cluster into further discernable sub-groups, suggesting that the main axis of 266 differentiation among these samples is their storage conditions ( Figure S2 A and B) . 267 A total of 2,708 (17.5%) genes were significantly differentially expressed between 268 treatments at the 0.05 significance level (Figure 2 Figure S3 : Box plots depicting GC content of genes that were differentially expressed 573 between treatments (e.g. "Higher exp. in") and all genes that passed the filtering 574 thresholds (e.g. "All Genes"). 575 
